Essey for sale
What does the word essay mean? It came to us from France, and if we talk about its history, then it
comes from Latin and means weighing. From French translate as: attempt, sketch. Essay - statement of
the author's thoughts on a given topic. Looks like copywriting. It describes the general situation, the
problems of the topic, the position of the person.
Such a free presentation of thoughts resembles an article, but the author is obliged to follow the order
of presentation of information and draw a conclusion.
What are the signs of an essay?
A specific topic or question that needs to be disclosed. An essay cannot be a work that reveals several
problems. It reveals the ideas of the author on the topic, but this does not mean that they provide
comprehensive information. A new vision of a topic is not a work of art at all. The essay can be
historical, biographical, journalistic, scientific or have a different character. You can buy a different
essay at essay for sale service at any time.

The content
The content of the written essay determines the identity of the author, how he sees the world around
him, thinks what he feels. It is written in short form or in the form of a large exposition, if there is a lot
of information and the author wants to consider the problem from all sides. The ability to see what
others are missing is an advantage in writing such material.
The goal is the ability to think creatively, to develop the skill of writing thoughts. In the essay, a person
convincingly proves the point of view, correctly forms the structure of the presentation of the material,
conveys the essence of the problem, if there are options for its solution. The text is filled with examples
on the topic and draw conclusions for which it is compiled.
How does an essay differ from an essay?
It is important to understand how an essay differs from an essay, especially with regard to test tasks in
educational institutions. The main differences: The text focuses on the opinion of the author, and not on
the evaluation of the artwork. There is no image and description of what is happening, the author’s task
is to convince the reader of the ideas and call him to dialogue.

The style
It is more paradoxical and aphoristic, it has figurativeness. Metaphors, comparisons and allegories are
used in it (ch. About the personification). The author sets out the perception of the topic, makes
comparisons and selects examples. First you need to think about how the essay structure will look like.
To do this, simply take and sketch what you will write about. This will be the “skeleton” of the text, in
consequence it will acquire “flesh”. It is a plan of writing that is necessary for each text, and an essay
especially. Now you understand how to write a plan essay.

Introduction
Under the introduction imply the first paragraph of the text. It is necessary to write it so as to interest
the reader to read the essay to the end. So that he will understand what will be discussed later.
However, do not write a lot, a few sentences will be enough.

Main part
In the main part consider several points of view on the same issue.
This part of the text may consist of several points, first the thesis is the idea of the author, which he is
trying to convey to the reader. Then the argument and evidence previously written thesis. For example,
the current situation of personal or public life, some theory or a proven scientific fact.
However, the author has the right to lead to one thesis an unlimited number of arguments. This will
depend on the structure of the essay and its volume. The main thing is that the text is coherent and
logical.

Final part
In conclusion, the essay is necessary to draw the right conclusions for each thesis given in part of the
text. So the reader get a logical conclusion on the read. The author should describe the problem and
make a conclusion. It turns out that at the beginning of the text in the introductory part, interest the
reader, and at the end, summarize the information presented. This is the basic rule of how to write a
beautiful essay. The correct conclusion is important in the essay. You can find some pretty good
examples at essay for sale service. The conclusion should put everything together and present the essay
as a whole. Here it is necessary to summarize all of the above and summarize.

